
Joanne Bain, originally from Gairloch, knew that university wasn’t the route for her, but she is still 

carving out a successful career in civil engineering thanks to the Scottish Apprenticeship Scheme. 

For the last five years she has worked for Morrison 

Construction, where she started in the finance department. 

Joanne says: “I showed a keen interest in the construction 

side of the business and was offered the opportunity to do 

an apprenticeship in construction management at Inverness 

College. 

“I did the HNC in construction management and SVQ3 in Site 

Technical Support then went onto do a HNC in civil 

engineering and I am currently doing the follow-on SVQ 4 

online.” 

Currently Joanne is working as an Engineer/Section Engineer 

on the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route (AWPR) and, for 

the previous two and a half years, worked on the Shetland 

Gas Plant. 

Her path to civil engineering has also been aided with the 

award of a QUEST Scholarship by the Institution of Civil 

Engineers, the body which looks after professional qualifications for 91,000 civil engineers 

worldwide. 

“I didn’t apply at first, but when the opportunity came up when doing the HNC in civil engineering I 

felt I was in a better place to apply,” explains Joanne. “I didn’t apply for the monetary value but 

more for the accolade on my CV. I was delighted to gain the scholarship as was my company.” 

Going forward Joanne says she is excited to gain more knowledge in engineering and progress up the 

ranks in civil engineering. Now living in Glasgow, she is currently carrying out more of a section 

engineer role in organising the works and setting people to work safely and is thriving. 

Coming from the Highlands, going to university is not always the first, best, or most appropriate 

route for every young person in their bid to achieve in their chosen career.  Through apprenticeships 

young people can get high-quality training while working in a great industry and not have to attend 

university or face the prospect of large debts from pursuing the university option. 

Joanne endorses that saying: “For me the apprenticeship route was the best way to do it as you are 

working, learning and earning all at the same time and would love to inspire others to take this 

career path.” 


